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Advancing DiversityKnowledge ExchangeMediaVillage “Knowledge Exchange” is where leaders share intelligence, insights, stories and experiences in a trusted journalistic environment. Search “Knowledge Exchange” at MeetingPrep.com for free on-demand access to professional learning. Scroll down to visit each dedicated B2B library where the industry’s knowledge is archived. Follow our social network @MediaVillageCom
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Welcome to the Thought Leadership & Insights section of MediaVillage, your go-to destination for cutting-edge news, perspectives, and strategies from media agencies and brand marketers. Explore a curated collection of forward-thinking articles, interviews, and analyses that shape the future of the media industry and drive impactful advertising campaigns.
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 Discover the Media Owners & Sales Insights section of MediaVillage, where you'll find a wealth of thought leadership, up-to-the-minute news, and invaluable insights from media owners, media sales organizations, vendors, and suppliers. Dive into exclusive content that unveils the latest trends, innovations, and strategies driving the media landscape and fueling successful collaborations within the industry.
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 Building an intersectional network of professionals, educators, non-profits to advance diversity in media, marketing and advertising.
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 Welcome to The Myers Report, a comprehensive hub within MediaVillage that presents the results of major industry studies, in-depth insights, market intelligence, and a wealth of media, marketing, and advertising-related data and resources. Delve into the latest financial data and forecasts that shape decision-making in the ever-evolving media landscape, and access valuable tools and information to empower professionals and businesses alike. Stay ahead of the curve with the latest trends and analysis, curated to provide a holistic view of the dynamic media industry.
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New York Interconnect (NYI) has been an industry leader for over three decades. A joint venture among Altice USA, Charter Communications, and Comcast, NYI continues to pave the way for the future of media buying with its ground-breaking Audience One platform. Through a multifaceted approach, Audience One integrates multiple TV content platforms under one umbrella, creating a holistic marketing strategy that successfully proves a brand’s ROI.
Targeting over 20 million consumers in the New York market, Audience One integrates data-driven linear TV, addressable TV, video on demand, live streaming, and OTT in one powerful platform. The rise in TV viewership shows that audiences are consuming content more than ever, across all screens, and NYI’s team of marketers and strategists are experts at creating end-to-end integrated media plans that connect brands to the right consumers every time.
NYI’s Audience One does it all - - and through one simple media buy. Don’t miss out on the chance to put your brand in front of the right audience in the nation’s #1 market.
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